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ABSTRACT: Low dimensional materials are those that possess at
least one physical boundary small enough to conﬁne the electrons
or phonons. This quantum conﬁnement reduces the dimensionality
of the material and imparts unique and novel properties that are not
seen in their bulk forms. Examples include quantum dots (0-D),
carbon nanotubes (1-D), and graphene (2-D). Accordingly, these
materials exhibit new concepts in mass and energy transport that
can be exploited for technological applications. In this Perspective, we review several topics related to mass and energy transport
in and around carbon-based low dimensional materials. Recent developments in the study of matter being transported through
carbon nanotube and graphene nanopores are reviewed, as well as applications of excitonic, thermal, and electronic energy
transport in carbon nanotubes. The nanometer-scale interior of a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) has been studied as a
unique nanopore, exhibiting periodic ionic conduction currents and dimensionally conﬁned material phases. The mechanism of
gas transport through atomic-scale holes in graphene, which is otherwise a perfect barrier material, has been analytically studied.
These insights on nanoscale mass transport will have important implications in systems ranging from biological nanopores to
advanced water ﬁltration devices. The electronic structure of semiconducting SWCNTs allows photogenerated excitons to be
harnessed for single-molecule biosensing and as elements of a new class of all-nanocarbon near-infrared photovoltaics. The
extremely high thermal and electrical conductivities of carbon nanotubes allows the generation of electrical energy from chemical
reactions. The understanding of how low dimensional physics and chemistry inﬂuences mass and energy transport will facilitate
the application of these materials to a variety of scientiﬁc challenges.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Low dimensional materials composed of carbon, carbon
nanomaterials, are a remarkable class of materials with unique
properties. Graphene is a single atomic sheet of carbon in a
hexagonal lattice. Because of its band structure, its carriers
behave as massless Dirac fermions, resulting in exceptionally
high mobilities. It is also extremely strong because of its sp2bonded carbon lattice. Rolling a sheet of graphene into a
seamless cylinder results in a single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT). Depending on the direction of rolling, or the chiral
vector (n, m), the resulting SWCNT can be semiconducting or
metallic. CNTs share the mechanical strength of graphene, but
the electronic structure has many features not seen in graphene,
such as the van Hove singularities arising from the onedimensional conﬁnement, that lead to many interesting optical
and electronic eﬀects. While the electronic, mechanical, optical,
and chemical properties and applications of both CNTs and
graphene have been widely studied with many remarkable
results, in this Perspective, we focus on eﬀorts in our lab and
others to study the unique features of carbon nanomaterials in
© 2013 American Chemical Society

mass and energy transport and to understand and exploit them
in several types of applications. In the ﬁrst section, we review
the transport of mass, in particular, liquids, gases, and ions,
through carbon nanopores such as the interiors of SWCNTs
and nanometer-scale holes in graphene sheets. In the second
section, we review three applications of energy transfer in
CNTs: in ﬂuorescent near-infrared (nIR) biosensing, in
photovoltaics, and in converting chemical to electrical energy
in thermopower waves. We conclude with some perspectives
on future directions for mass and energy transport in carbon
nanomaterials and other nanomaterials.
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Figure 1. Overview of molecular transport through carbon nanomaterial nanopores. (A) Features of nanocarbon materials that contribute to
interesting transport properties. Adapted with permission from ref 11. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group. (B) Three types of devices and
systems for studying molecular transport through carbon nanotubes (Adapted from ref 6. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.), graphene
membranes with deﬁned nanopores (Adapted from ref 12. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.), and phase separation inside SWCNTs
(Adapted with permission from ref 7. Copyright 2008 National Academy of Sciences, USA.). (C) Some of the molecules exhibiting interesting
transport behavior with carbon nanopores.

Figure 2. Ion transport through individual SWCNT nanopores. (A) Typical device consisting of aligned SWCNT grown on silicon dioxide cross a
barrier between two reservoirs.11 (B) Cartoon of a pore-blocking event, where an accelerated proton ﬂux is reduced by the presence of a larger
cation.11 (C) Three examples of coherence resonance in SWCNT devices, with sustained regular oscillations.5 (D, E) Diameter dependence of poreblocking current and dwell times, showing a maximum in pore-blocking current for diameters of approximately 1.6 nm.11 Panels A, B, D, and E
adapted with permission from ref 11. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group. Panel C adapted with permission from ref 5. Copyright 2010
American Association for the Advancement of Science.

2. MOLECULAR TRANSPORT

nanopores based on CNTs and graphene make them well
suited for studying molecular transport and ﬁlling. They have
molecular-scale dimensions (typical diameters 0.8 to 2 nm)
which can achieve size-based partitioning of molecules,1 make it
suitable for single-molecule detection platforms,5,6 and can
signiﬁcantly change phase behavior in conﬁned ﬂuids.7 The
pores’ hydrophobic nature and atomically smooth surface
create slip at the wall boundaries, thus enhancing rates of

2.1. Introduction to Molecular Transport through
Carbon Nanotubes and Graphene. Carbon nanomaterials
such as carbon nanotubes and graphene have been studied
extensively for their exceptional mechanical, electrical, and
optical properties. Recently, however, there has been increased
interest in studying their molecular transport, phase behavior,
and barrier membrane properties.1−4 Several properties of
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transport above that predicted by Poiseuille ﬂow by orders of
magnitude.1,8 Furthermore, the length of these pores can range
from a single atom layer thick for graphene,2 to millimeters in
length for straight-line carbon nanotube nanopores.5 Very low
aspect ratios can increase the eﬃciency of membrane ﬁltration,
while long aspect ratios can be advantageous for singlemolecule detection.5 In addition, the carbon-based structure
allows attachment of a wide range of functional groups that can
modify the partitioning of diﬀerent molecules inside the
pore.9,10 These concepts are summarized in Figure 1. A greater
understanding of nanopores has many uses, for example, in the
study of biological nanopores, DNA sequencing, gas ﬁltration,
water desalination, and molecular detection.
In this section, we review recent work conducted in our
group and from the literature on the experimental and
theoretical transport of molecules through nanoscale pores in
carbon nanomaterials. We have studied the transport of ions
through individual single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs),
diﬀerent phases of matter inside nanopores, and the mechanism
of gas transport through graphene nanopores.
2.2. Carbon Nanotube Nanopores as Molecular
Conduits. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)
provide an excellent platform for the study of molecular
transport in nanoscale environments. They have very small
diameters (usually less than 2 nm), that can be experimentally
identiﬁed, and smooth hydrophobic interiors that lend
themselves to the study of molecular transport at the nanoscale.
Understanding transport in these devices is broadly applicable
to studying similar biological ion channels and to designing new
membranes and devices for separation processes and
desalination.
A typical two-reservoir SWCNT device, as used in a variety
of studies,5,6,11,13,14 is shown in Figure 1A. Aligned SWCNTs
are ﬁrst grown on a silicon dioxide substrate and a two-reservoir
barrier system built on top. Diﬀerent studies have customized
this setup by studying transport through devices with two
SWCNTs,6 characterizing each SWCNT,11 or altering the
electronic structure with an applied gate voltage.13,14 These
devices are unique in the electrochemical literature in that they
allow the study of transport through single nanopores with
controllable diameters of less than 2 nm.
Using the experimental platform described above, we found
that the transport of water and ions in conﬁned regions of
molecular scale leads to stochastic current ﬂuctuations, as
shown in Figure 2B.5 Accelerated proton and water transport
leads to high current transport rates. This proton current can be
disrupted upon the introduction of cations, with the type of
cation aﬀecting the current drop (pore-blocking current) and
length scale (dwell time). This eﬀect is similar to the stochastic
current ﬂuctuations in biological ion channels with similar
nanometer-scale diameters. These stochastic ﬂuctuations can
also be observed in systems with a small number of SWCNTs.6
In a subset of these devices, ionic blocking can lead to a selfreinforcing oscillation leading to highly regular current
ﬂuctuations known as coherence resonance5 and shown in
Figure 2C for several types of ions. These sustained oscillations
are unique for nanopores with atomic-scale radii.
We have recently developed device structures to measure ion
transport properties through individual well-characterized
SWCNTs,11 illustrated in Figure 2A. Each SWCNT was
characterized with Raman spectroscopy allowing for an
assignment of the diameter and the electronic type (semiconducting or metallic). Using a large number of devices with

SWCNTs of varying diameters, we investigated the diameter
dependence of the observed pore-blocking phenomena, as
shown in Figure 2D,E, where a continuum model is indicated
by the dashed line. We found a surprising maximum in ion
transport rates for SWCNTs with diameters of ∼1.6 nm. At
small diameters (<1 nm), the strong internal water structuring
dominates and results in greatly enhanced water and proton
transport rates. As the diameter increases, there is a transition
to accelerated bulk ﬂow at approximately 1.6 nm, as predicted
by molecular simulations.15 As the diameter increases further,
water transport approaches bulk transport rates. This
accelerated ﬂuid ﬂow results in enhanced ionic current as
observed in a peak in the pore-blocking current at just under
1.6 nm.
The electronic properties of SWCNTs are also important in
modulating ionic transport rates. Several studies have
investigated transport through single-SWCNT devices with an
applied electric ﬁeld across the SWCNT.13,14 Although these
devices were not diameter-assigned, we suspect that they had
diameters larger than those studied recently in our
laboratory5,6,11 due to their nonstochastic transport characteristics and large Ru(bpy)32+ ﬂux rates. Changing the applied
voltage drastically changed the observed ionic transport rates.
This eﬀect could be particularly useful for electronically
modulating the ionic current through SWCNT devices.
There are several possibilities for the further exploration of
ionic transport through SWCNTs. Integrating electronic gating
to diameter-characterized SWCNT devices would further reveal
the precise mechanisms behind accelerated interior transport.
Altering the entrance and exit environment of the SWCNT
through covalent end-functionalization could alter the
selectivity of transport through the interiors by controlling
the species that can enter the pore.
2.3. Phase Behavior in Nanopores. Mass transport
through the interior of a nanopore is governed by the
thermodynamic phase behavior of the ﬂuid in the pore. We
typically think about phase transitions as following the Gibbs’
phase rule, where the number of intensive variables required to
specify the system is equal to F = C − Pn + 2, where C is the
number of components and Pn is the number of phases. For
example, pure water (C = 1) at vapor−liquid equilibrium (Pn =
2) and a temperature of 100 °C completely speciﬁes the system
and constrains all the other intensive variables (e.g., pressure
must be 1 atm). However, this rule is only valid for bulk
systems and does not work in conﬁned nanoscale systems. In a
nanopore, the state of the pore ﬂuid also depends strongly on
the identity, density, and conﬁguration of atoms making up the
pore walls and the surface curvature and geometry of the pore.
These factors all modify the free energy of the material inside
the pore, and these additional degrees of freedom make
studying nanopore phase behavior much more diﬃcult. The
diﬀerences in bulk and nanoconﬁned systems are shown in
Figure 3A.
While interesting from a fundamental science point of view,
there are important reasons for understanding the phase
behavior inside of nanopores, especially those of carbon
nanotubes. One potential application in the biomedical ﬁeld
is the storage and release of encapsulated molecules from
carbon nanotubes, for example, for drug delivery.16 The
conditions required to store and release molecules from a
conﬁned space can be obtained from a modiﬁed phase diagram,
which would help to screen diﬀerent molecules and accelerate
development of novel release schemes.
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magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is also a unique tool
for monitoring the hydrogen atom relaxation times, which vary
depending on whether the water, for example, is mobile or
solid.20,21 Raman spectroscopy has also been employed to study
phase transitions in nanopores by probing the change in
vibrational modes of the conﬁned ﬂuid.22 Finally, thermoanalytical techniques such as diﬀerential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) can monitor
bulk properties (speciﬁc heat and mass, respectively) to indicate
phase transitions in bulk nanopore samples.23
Analytical Methods. There have been several attempts to
theoretically model global phase diagrams of simple ﬂuids
conﬁned to cylindrical or slit-shaped pore geometries.
Radhakrishnan et al. used the theory of corresponding states
to demonstrate that the global phase diagram for nanoconﬁned
Lennard-Jones (LJ) ﬂuids could be produced using primarily
the reduced pore width (the pore diameter normalized by the
LJ parameter for the ﬂuid) and a parameter indicating the
ﬂuid−wall interaction strengths.24 Miyahara and co-workers
have also developed equations describing the global phase
diagram for LJ ﬂuids by modifying the free energy of the
conﬁned ﬂuid by an excess interaction energy due to the pore
walls compared to the material in the bulk.25−27 Future goals
will be to extend the predictions of these models to dipolar
molecules and larger molecules not well described by the
Lennard-Jones model.
Simulation Methods. The most common molecular
simulations performed are molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and Monte Carlo simulations. MD simulations for
studying phase transitions are usually carried out under
constant NPT or NVT conditions (where N is the number
of molecules, P is thepressure, V is the volume, and T the
temperature). Multiple simulations are run (each at constant
NPT or NVT) while varying the temperatures between
simulations until there is a threshold change in the structure
factor of the ﬂuid inside the pore or discontinuity in the
density.7 Numerous MD simulations, especially of water in
carbon nanotubes,28 have been carried out showing several
diﬀerent phases of water being formed inside the nanotube,
usually under constant NVT or NPT conditions.
Monte Carlo simulations are well suited for probing phase
transitions and adsorption inside nanopores. In these
simulations, typically carried out in the grand canonical
ensemble (constant μVT conditions, where μ is the chemical
potential), the pore is initially populated with molecules, and
each Monte Carlo move attempts to displace a particle and
exchange a particle with the bulk reservoir at constant μ. Thus,
these simulations have the advantage in that there are no
interfaces between the bulk and the pore which can distort
calculation of phase properties and require much larger
systems, and the simulations converge to equilibrium faster
than MD simulations.29 Running the simulations at diﬀerent
temperatures and/or pressures (and using an equation of state
to calculate the corresponding chemical potential) while
monitoring the density or structure factor of the ﬂuid inside
the pore, one can locate the phase transition.30 These
simulation methods are summarized in Figure 3D.
Comparing Simulations, Theory, and Experiments.
Comparisons between simulations, theories, and experiments
should be considered with appropriate skepticism. For example,
most simulations of ﬂuids inside carbon nanotubes use force
ﬁeld parameters that have been parametrized to recreate various
bulk properties (e.g., density, bulk heats of vaporization, radial

Figure 3. Overview of nanopore phase behavior. (A) For a bulk single
component with two phases in coexistence, a single intensive variable
speciﬁes the other intensive variables of the system. For example,
pressure (P) determines the temperature (T), molar volume (v), molar
internal energy (u), molar enthalpy (h), molar entropy (s), etc.
However, for a substance conﬁned to a nanopore, there are several
other pore properties required to determine the conditions of the
phase transition, including the pore diameter (dpore), a parameter
describing the interaction energy between the ﬂuid and pore walls
(εfluid‑wall), and the density of atoms in the pore wall (ρwall). (B) Most
experimental methods probe phase transitions in bulk quantities of
nanoporous materials by monitoring changes in spectrum, speciﬁc
heat, or mass as temperature is varied. (C) A few analytical methods
have been proposed to predict global phase diagrams, one of which
modiﬁes the pore chemical potential (μ) by some excess potential
(ΔΨ) induced by the pore conﬁnement. (D) Common simulation
methods for studying phase behavior are molecular dynamics and
grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations.

A second application of interest is in the use of carbon
nanotube nanopores as model systems to explore phase
behavior in geological nanopores for oil and gas recovery.17
Although increasingly less permeable rocks (e.g., tight sandstones and shale) are explored for oil and gas, there is a lack of
understanding about how much hydrocarbons are stored in
these nanopores and what conditions are required to displace
the hydrocarbons. Permeability, while not an equilibrium
quantity, is also required input for standard reservoir models
and is not well predicted by conventional permeability models.
A ﬁnal application may be the potential to carry out reactions
inside carbon nanotube frameworks. The conﬁnement eﬀects
could modify the free energy of the reactants, transition state,
and products diﬀerently, thus aﬀecting the reaction equilibrium
constant and kinetics. While relatively little explored, it is
possible that valuable reactions not favorable in the bulk can
occur eﬃciently inside carbon nanotubes.
Experimental Studies. Several experimental methods have
been developed for studying nanopore phase behavior or ﬁlling
state characterization, as shown in Figure 3B. Neutron and Xray diﬀraction (XRD), techniques that can detect the presence
of long-range ordering, have been carried out at a range of
temperatures to determine the ﬁlling state and the presence of a
solid phase inside a bulk collection of nanotubes.18,19 Nuclear
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Figure 4. (A) Top view and (B) side view for nitrogen passing through a model decavacancy pore, without functionalization, in single layer graphene
along the minimum energy adsorption mechanism. (C) Energy coordinate graph for nitrogen passing through a pore as depicted (A) and (B). The
height of the energy barrier at the center is also the same for molecules passing through via the gas phase mechanism. Panels A−C adapted from ref
12. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (D) Calculated energy barriers for nine gases (horizontal axis), plotted along with permeance (left
vertical axis) calculated from the gas phase impingement model and with the gas molecules kinetic diameters (right vertical axis) for a hexavacancy
pore functionalized with hydrogen. Includes permeance calculated for two temperatures, 300 K and 800 K, and a horizontal dotted line representing
an approximate threshold for commercially viable permeances. Reproduced with permission from ref 37. Copyright 2010 Wiley. (E) (i−iv)
Schematic diagrams showing graphene covering a microcavity in SiO2 being pressurized with hydrogen (red dots); chamber expands when in air
(green dots); after etching small pores, the hydrogen atoms escape while the air molecules do not enter. (v) Optical image showing sheet of
graphene covering many microcavities in SiO2. (F) The molecular eﬀusion rate calculated from experimental measurements with an AFM of the
deﬂection of the bubble over a graphene well, before and after a single pore is etched in the single layer graphene membrane. As only the smaller
molecules are able to pass through the manufactured pore, this experiment demonstrates molecular sieving based on size. Panels E and F adapted
with permission from ref 4. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing Group.

pristine graphene is impermeable to gases.35 Furthermore,
theoretical calculations of graphene containing nanoscale pores
have shown that such membranes are capable of highly selective
separations.36,37 Recent experimental work has shown
selectivity with gases4 and aqueous solutes.38 As a 2D
atomically thin material, graphene’s properties give it new
advantages over typical membrane materials, whose characteristics are determined by the bulk properties throughout the
thickness of the membrane.
For a typical bulk separation membrane, there is a trade-oﬀ
between the permeance and selectivity, and the thickness of the
membrane determines the balance between the two. For a
single layer graphene membrane, there is eﬀectively no
thickness and both its permeance and selectivity are typically
dominated by a single molecular energy barrier for crossing
through a manufactured pore in the graphene. High separation
factors and high permeances are simultaneously possible in
precisely deﬁned nanopores in the atomic lattice of carbon in
graphene. The basic mechanism by which gas molecules can
permeate through the pore is gas phase impingement on the
pore area with high enough kinetic energy to overcome the
energy barrier for passing through. Density functional theory
(DFT) has been used to calculate the energetics and predict
separation factors for the separation of hydrogen and methane

distribution function, etc.) and are not guaranteed to reproduce
accurately behavior in nanoconﬁned ﬂuids, which is experimentally unknown for the most part. It has been shown, for
instance, that small changes (<0.1 kBT, where kB is the
Boltzmann constant) in the carbon−water van der Waals
potential can result in either emptying or ﬁlling of the tube.31
Ab initio calculations could be carried out which require less
parametrization, but they are also much more computationally
expensive and limited to studying tens to hundreds of
molecules.32
Furthermore, most simulations ignore the long-range
polarizability of carbon nanotubes which may be either very
signiﬁcant or negligible depending on the polarity of the
molecule, the metallicity and length of the tube, and the
presence of other molecules in the system.33,34 It is also
important to simulate experimentally relevant geometry and
conditions, such as carbon nanotubes on a silicon dioxide
substrate or as part of a bundle and with the appropriate endgroup functionalization (typically, oxidation of the carbon
nanotube ends results in carboxylic acid groups attached on the
ends).
2.4. Graphene as a Membrane for Gas Transport. A
novel application of graphene is to act as an atomically thin
separation membrane. It has been shown that a single layer of
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with a variety of pore conﬁgurations.36 These results
demonstrated that the pore conﬁguration could be tuned
such that the energy barrier for methane to pass was much
higher than for hydrogen, which resulted in predicted
separation factors of 108 and 1023 for diﬀerent pores. Other
work examined the energy barriers for nine diﬀerent gases,
ranging in size from hydrogen to argon, passing through a
single type of pore.37 Those results also predicted high
selectivities and showed that there were relatively large
diﬀerences in the energy barrier correlating loosely with kinetic
diameter, as shown in Figure 4D.
Another eﬀect of the atomic thickness is that adsorption to
the external surface of the graphene can play a signiﬁcant role in
the permeation of gases, in addition to the standard gas phase
impingement mechanism. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have shown an increased probability for molecules to be
located near the surface, indicating absorption is taking
place.39,40 Once they are adsorbed to the surface, molecules
can move to the pore and pass through. A simple description of
adsorption-mediated transport is a permeation rate that is
proportional to the surface coverage from the Langmuir
adsorption model.40 In one of the MD simulations, it was
observed that the permeation of nitrogen leveled oﬀ and
remained constant as the size of the pore was increased, but the
permeation of hydrogen continued to increase approximately
linearly.39 This is an example of phenomenon that cannot be
explained only with the simple gas phase impingement model.
Relying on concepts from surface science and heterogeneous
catalysis, a more inclusive model can be used to describe the
apparent insensitivity to pore size.12 This model uses multiple
steps describing the adsorption and desorption, entering and
leaving the pore area, and passing through the pore. An
example of this process with the molecular positions and
corresponding energy is shown in Figure 4A−C. Diﬀerent
analytical expressions can be used to describe the permeation
depending on which of those processes are dominant. The
insensitivity of the nitrogen permeation rate to pore size in the
MD simulation can be explained as a result of the energy barrier
to approach the pore, which is the rate limiting step and
approximately independent of the pore size. The molecular
dynamics of hydrogen does not show this behavior because it
adsorbs to the graphene surface less and the overall permeation
rate is still dominated by the gas phase impingement
mechanism. These results show there are multiple interesting
mechanisms that are present and can be manipulated to control
permeation in single layer graphene membranes.
Experiments have also demonstrated the high separation
factors indicative of molecular sieving at the graphene pore. In
the work of Koenig et al.,4 mechanically exfoliated graphene
was suspended over a well etched in silicon dioxide, as shown in
Figure 4E,F. The well underneath the single layer graphene
ﬂake was charged with gas by leaving it in a pressure chamber
long enough for diﬀusion through the silicon oxide to fully
pressurize the internal chamber. By carefully etching with ozone
while monitoring for a sudden increase in the permeation rate,
a single pore is made in the region of the well. It is assumed this
pore is functionalized with oxygen moieties; however, no direct
characterization has been done to conﬁrm this, and the exact
atomic structure and chemical nature of the pore is an open
question. Pore functionalization is expected to play a role in
determining selectivity and could be used to modulate the
characteristics of separation, and more investigation is required
in this area.

After the pore has been formed, the well can be again
charged with a gas and the pressure, and therefore quantity, of
gas within the well can be monitored by using an atomic force
microscope (AFM) to measure the height of the graphene
bubble that forms from the pressure within the well. By
monitoring the rate of change over time, the permeation rates
for various gases were measured through the single pore. Over
the gases tested (H2, CO2, Ar, N2, CH4, SF6), the permeation
rate was high for hydrogen and carbon dioxide but dropped oﬀ
at higher molecular size and became commensurate with the
leak rate observed before the pore was created, which was
orders of magnitude lower than the rate for hydrogen and
carbon dioxide. The permeation rate for the small gases was
also consistent with the order of magnitude predicted by the
impingement rate from the kinetic theory of gases. These
results are shown in Figure 4F. This validates the predicted high
selectivity and molecular sieving that can be achieved with
single layer graphene membranes. We also note that the
molecules being diﬀerentiated are very close in size, showing
the eﬀect of the atomic-scale pores.
The previous experimental demonstration of molecular
sieving was performed on a small-scale system. Practical
applications of graphene membranes will involve larger areas,
such as the work of O’Hern et al.38 that uses graphene grown
by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) with an aqueous system.
The simulations, models, and early experiment work all
demonstrate the vast potential of single layer graphene
membranes for separations.

3. ENERGY TRANSPORT
3.1. Introduction to Energy Transport in Carbon
Nanomaterials. For applications in energy transfer, the
electronic structure and phonon structure of CNTs, and
sometimes the interaction between them, are very important. In
particular, semiconducting SWCNTs exhibit photoluminescence (PL) due to the absorption of light to generate excitons,
whose energy can then be released as light. In optoelectronic
applications, the low dimensional conﬁnement in SWCNTs is
very important. The limited high wavelength phonon modes
minimize exciton and charge scattering in carbon nanotubes,
leading to mobilities and diﬀusivities orders of magnitude
greater than traditional d-orbital metals and semiconductors.
This property has made SWCNT attractive for photovoltaics in
particular, both as a scaﬀold for conveying carriers41,42 and,
combined with its high absorption cross-section (on the order
of 10−17 cm2 per carbon atom43), for primary absorption.
Recently, the low cost possibilities presented by an all-carbon
photovoltaic based on SWCNT and fullerenes, which can be
produced by scalable methods such as chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) and solution phase processing, have been
explored with great success.41,44 The phonon modes in
SWCNTs are also highly anisotropic due to the 1D
conﬁnement, such that the thermal conductivity along the
axis is almost 10 times higher than that of copper.45 The
thermal conductivity can be harnessed to produce selfpropagating thermal waves from exothermically reacting fuels,
and coupling the phonon modes to electrons generates an
electrical pulse.17,18
In this section, we review recent results from our lab and in
the literature on three diverse aspects of energy transport in
carbon nanotubes. We have explored SWCNTs as ﬂuorescent
optical sensors for single molecule detection,46−48 where
photogenerated excitons are inﬂuenced by the presence of
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Figure 5. SWCNT-based biosensors. (A) Schematic for ﬂuorescent detection of NO by (AT)15-DNA wrapped SWCNTs. (B) Normalized
ﬂuorescence intensity traces for single SWCNT upon exposure to increasing concentrations of NO. When a NO molecule adsorbs to the sensor,
discrete quenching steps occur which can be used to determine NO concentrations and rate constants. (C) Schematic of IgG-antibody/
Mannosylation detection by Protein A/Lectin functionalized sensors. Panels A and B adapted from ref 47. Copyright 2011 American Chemical
Society. Panel C adapted from ref 46. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.

analytes to alter the light emission; highly chirality-enriched
SWCNTs are used to make solar cells;44 and the thermal
conductivity, thermoelectricity, and electrical conductivity of
SWCNTs are used to generate electrical energy from chemical
energy in thermopower waves.49,50
3.2. Single Molecule Detection and Sensors Based on
Near-Infrared Photoluminescence from Carbon Nanotubes. The past decade has seen a rapid emergence in the use
of nanomaterials for sensing applications including the
development of high-sensitivity and high-speciﬁcity optical
biosensors. When photoexcited by light in the visible range,
semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)
absorb the light to form an exciton, which can then radiatively
emit in the near-infrared (nIR) range.51 Although they are
direct band gap semiconductors, the quantum yield (QY) of
SWCNTs is typically about 1% due to a variety of nonradiative
decay routes and dark states. The exciton recombination
lifetime is on the order of tens to hundreds of picoseconds.52
Semiconducting SWCNTs exhibit two essential features
required for their use as ﬂuorescence-based sensors of
biological activity: (1) SWNTs are the only ﬂuorophores to
date that have essentially no photobleaching limit, and (2) they
emit light in the nIR, an optical window where tissues, cells,
blood, and other biological samples are transparent.53 All the
carbon atoms in a nanotube are surface atoms, and therefore,
small perturbations in the SWCNT environment, known as the
“corona”, can have large eﬀects on their electronic and optical
properties.
SWNTs are often noncovalently functionalized to enable
their use as sensors in aqueous environments, which also
reduces SWNT toxicity by masking their hydrophobic nature.54

However, carefully chosen functionalization schemes can also
impart sensing capabilities to SWNT. In the presence of a
speciﬁc analyte molecule, the nIR emission of the SWCNT can
change in intensity or wavelength. Structural diﬀerences among
SWCNTs modulate the photoluminesent properties. Individual
SWCNTs are deﬁned by their chiral vector or the direction of
rolling along the hexagonal graphene lattice. Each chirality has a
speciﬁc set of excitation and emission wavelengths corresponding to energy levels in the electronic structure of the SWCNT,
so that SWCNTs of diﬀerent chiralities can serve as diﬀerent
ﬂuorophore “colors” for multiplexed sensor responses.55 Recent
advances have enabled high-throughput separation of diﬀerent
SWCNT chiralities, which opens the door for more controlled
sensor design via ratiometric sensing.56 For an extensive
overview on ﬂuorescence-based carbon nanotube sensors, we
refer the reader to the literature.57
Several characteristics determine the relative eﬀectiveness of
SWCNT-based optical sensors. First, a sensor must be selective
for a speciﬁc analyte, in particular among other potential
interfering molecules that are likely to be present in the
environment where the sensor will be employed. Second, a
sensor must be sensitive for an appreciable analyte concentration range, where single-molecule detection is the ideal
detection limit. Third, a sensor signal should show no
hysteresis. These features have been achieved in our group in
SWCNT-based H2O2 and NO sensors.47,58 H2O2 and NO
serve as important messengers in cellular signaling, but they are
small reactive molecules with short lifetimes that are diﬃcult to
measure. The SWCNT-based sensors were rendered speciﬁc to
H2O2 or NO by wrapping them in diﬀerent polymers. When
these reactive species adsorb onto the surface of speciﬁcally
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Figure 6. Schematic of (6,5) single walled carbon nanotube-based photovoltaic produced in ref 44 (A). Side schematic of the photovoltaic showing
the planar interface for exciton dissociation and expected random SWNT morphology (B). (C) Current−voltage curve and (D) external quantum
eﬃciency (EQE) spectrum of a typical device showing an overall eﬃciency of 0.1% and an EQE peak at the absorption peak of the SWNT ﬁlm in the
near-infrared. Energy traps are likely cause by the mixture of diﬀerent chirality SWNTs that prevent exciton mobility across heterogeneous mixtures
of tubes (E). All panels adapted with permission from ref 44. Copyright 2012 Wiley.

achieving speciﬁcity, doing so bears several disadvantages.
Primarily, naturally occurring antibodies do not always exist for
a particular analyte, so the rational design of synthetic
antibodies will be required. Moreover, all intrinsic disadvantages such as cross-reactivity or low aﬃnity are transferred to
any sensor system that relies on these moieties to provide
molecular recognition. Future directions in the design of
SWCNT-based sensors will require scientists to design target
recognition elements within the SWCNT corona for the
development of novel sensors.
3.3. All-Carbon Photovoltaic. Recent advances in the
separation of highly puriﬁed single-chirality single-walled
carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)56,60,61 has enabled a new class
of optoelectronic devices62−64 and furthered the understanding
of chirality dependence on the performance of polymer−
carbon nanotube heterojunction devices.65−67 Bindl et al.
demonstrated for the ﬁrst time the use of SWCNTs as the
active absorber in both planar62 and bulk63 heterojunction
photovoltaic conﬁgurations. This initial demonstration proved
the potential of SWCNTs as near-infrared (nIR) absorbers to
eﬃciently harness energy in the 1000 to 1400 nm range.62,63,68
Since then, several SWCNT-enabled photovoltaics (PVs) have
been developed, most of which have required the use of
polymers, which served as agents to wrap and surround
SWCNTs62,63,69,70 or as direct components of the photoactive
layer.65−67 While such layers are expected to increase device
performance at the laboratory scale, the use of PV engineered
polymers is often restrictive due to low photostability and the
necessity of highly controlled environments for device assembly
and characterization.71 In contrast, carbon nanotubes have the
strong advantage of being extremely stable in air while at the
same time absorbing in the near-infrared region of the solar
spectrum.72
Our group demonstrated for the ﬁrst time a polymer-free
carbon-based photovoltaic which relies on exciton dissociation
at a planar SWCNT/C60 heterojunction interface (Figure
6A,B).44 We showed that single chirality (6,5) semiconducting
SWCNT ﬁlms are able to generate excitons that can be
dissociated at a C60 interface with 0.5% external quantum
eﬃciency (EQE) at the peak of the nanotube absorption

functionalized SWCNT sensors, they quench SWCNT
ﬂuorescence. Importantly, no hysteresis is observed: when the
reactive molecules desorb, ﬂuorescence is recovered. Singlemolecule adsorption/desorption events can also be observed at
low concentrations of H2O2 and NO, as evidenced by single
steps in the nIR intensity-time traces of individual SWCNTs
(see Figure 5A,B). Interestingly, these sensors were successful
in detecting H2O2 eﬄux and NO production in cells.
An important approach to the sensitization of SWCNTs
toward speciﬁc molecules is to directly couple biological
recognition elements such as antibodies to the nanotube
surface. For SWCNT sensors, this approach necessitates that a
recognition element be immobilized within the “corona” of the
nanotube. To achieve this design, we suspended SWCNTs in
chitosan and functionalized them with nitrilotriacetic acid
(NTA) groups, which coordinate Ni ions. This approach
allowed the site-directed immobilization of diverse His-tagged
proteins and was used to study protein−protein interactions.59
The NTA/His-tag functionalization scheme is generic and can
be extended to practically any His-tagged biomolecule (see
Figure 5C). This approach was recently used to detect
troponin, a biomarker for heart attacks.48
These results exemplify the detection of well-deﬁned
analytes. However, in nature, biomolecules are often not
monodisperse, as in the diﬀerent glycosylation patterns of
antibodies. Toward this end, SWCNT-based sensors were used
to detect antibodies (IgG) and determine aﬃnity distributions.46 To accomplish aﬃnity distribution detection, SWCNT
wrapped with chitosan were functionalized with Protein A,
which binds the Fc-domain of antibodies (see Figure 5C).
These sensors were subsequently incorporated in a polyacrylamide gel to prevent non-speciﬁc protein adsorption. With
this platform, aﬃnity distributions of diﬀerent IgG samples and
even production rates of IgG-secreting cells were measured.
Outlook. Recent results in SWCNT-based optical sensing
suggest many promising directions for developing future
sensors. The rational design of SWCNT-based sensors will
undoubtedly hinge on our ability to exploit molecular
recognition within the SWCNT corona. While using known
molecular recognition units such as antibodies is standard for
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Figure 7. Thermopower wave devices and analysis. (A) Schematic of operation of a thermopower wave generator.50 (B) Examples of voltage output
curves of positive and negative polarity corresponding to opposite wave propagation directions. The voltage rises as the wave propagates and
decreases when the temperature gradient dissipates.49 (C) Shift of G− peak position in Raman spectra of nanotubes when bare, when coated with
fuel, and when coated with fuel and initiator, showing degree of hole doping.50 (D) Temperature waves from numerical simulations showing selfpropagating waves at diﬀerent times.91 Panels A and C adapted from ref 50. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. Panel B adapted with
permission from ref 49. Copyright 2010 Nature Publishing Group. Panel D adapted from ref 91. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.

exciton trapping in ﬁlms of mixed nanotube chiralities, allowing
for systems composed of a variety of nanotube chiralities to
absorb a wide range of wavelengths. This consideration is
confounded, however, by the depolarization eﬀect, which
attenuates electric ﬁelds polarized perpendicular to the
SWCNT long axis, reducing the total UV-vis-nIR (ultravioletvisible-near-infrared) absorption cross-section by a factor of ∼5
from a horizontally to vertically aligned ﬁlm.82 An optimal angle
is therefore expected.83 Recent theoretical evaluation of this
phenomenon has been made via kinetic Monte Carlo
simulations.84
Relative to other organic PVs, the stability of SWCNT-based
materials and the low cost potential derived from solution
processability and limited input materials make further progress
in SWCNT PVs attractive. With the advances made in the
separation of single chirality SWCNT, control over solid-state
geometry, and understanding of physical phenomena underlying operation, the applications of homogeneous electronic
type SWCNT to photovoltaics will enable the next generation
of highly eﬃcient nIR PVs.
3.4. Energy Generation, Conversion, and Transport in
Thermopower Waves. The unique electrical, thermal, and
mechanical properties of low dimensional materials make them
ideal candidates for energy generation and transport
technologies. In particular, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have
high thermal conductivity of about 3000 (W/m/K).85 In our
lab, we have developed thermopower waves as a new concept in
energy generation and conversion, where a highly exothermic

spectrum (Figure 6C,D). The overall device eﬃciency under
AM1.5 illumination is 0.1% eﬃcient (Figure 6C). However,
when the active layer contained 20% (6,4) SWCNT, the
eﬃciency was reduced by over 40-fold. We were hence able to
show that heterogeneous mixtures of SWNT limit charge
extraction, likely due to the formation of traps in the path of
travel of the charge (Figure 6E). Further, we showed that the
SWCNT layer and the C60 layer do not adhere strongly to each
other, potentially yielding poor charge separation at the
interface.44 Bernardi et al. also developed an all-carbon PV,
this time in a bulk heterojunction conﬁguration with PCBM as
the exciton generating layer and reduced graphene oxide (rGO)
driving type II dissociation and hole transfer to SWCNTs.41
They achieved 1.3% EQE with a mixture of semiconducting
SWCNTs.
This work has led to additional devices with a variety of
chemical and morphological conﬁgurations.73−75 Progress is
also being made in more reﬁned and scalable control of
morphology42,76 and improved understanding of optical
response77,78 and exciton79,80 and charge transport.81 Morphology is expected to play a substantial role in solar cell
performance. It has been shown that when the SWNT network
is not vertically aligned, exciton diﬀusion is dominated by
exciton energy transfer (EET) between nanotubes, limiting the
diﬀusion length in the current-axis to <10 nm, versus >100 nm
diﬀusion lengths observed along the SWCNT axis.74 From a
charge transport perspective, this observation suggests that a
vertically aligned ﬁlm may be an optimal geometry to minimize
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adiabatic reaction temperature is given by β = (CpEa)/((−ΔH)
R) where Cp is the speciﬁc heat, Ea is the energy of activation of
the reaction, (−ΔH) is the heat of reaction, and R is the speciﬁc
gas constant.91,92 We used numerical simulations of the
governing heat and mass balance equations to show that, as
the thermopower wave progresses, the temperature behind the
reaction wavefront is equal to (1/β). An expression governing
the constant velocity of propagation of such waves was found
by using a logistic form of the equation to describe the
temperature proﬁle of a self-propagating reaction wave.91 The
self-propagating thermal waves from numerical simulation are
shown in Figure 7D. Numerical analysis also showed that, by
appropriately tuning the properties of the fuel and the thermal
conduit, it is possible to obtain a self-propagating wave with an
oscillating velocity and voltage output. As predicted by
simulations, voltage oscillations in the range of 0.4−5 kHz
were experimentally demonstrated using a system of TNA on
MWCNTs.93

chemical reaction is coupled to 1D conduits with high thermal
conductivity to convert chemical energy to electrical energy.49
In a typical thermopower wave device, a chemical fuel layer is
coated around a thermally and electrically conductive core
whose ends are connected to an oscilloscope, as shown in
Figure 7A. The thermal reaction is initiated by an external
source such as a short laser pulse. The heat from the
exothermic reaction of the fuel is transported forward along
the length of the conduit, which in turn causes reaction of the
fuel that lies in its path. Thus, a self-propagating reaction wave
is launched, and a voltage output Vout is obtained across the
ends of the thermal conduit.
Thermopower waves were ﬁrst launched using multiwalled
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) as the conduit, coated in
cyclotrimethylene trinitramine (TNA) as the fuel and sodium
azide added as an initiator to lower the energy of activation.49
The measured power density was as high as 7 kW/kg, and the
output voltage was up to 210 mV.49 As shown in Figure 7B, the
voltage pulse arises when the reaction starts and decreases as
the temperature drops, with the polarity depending on the
direction of the wave propagation.
To explain the voltage generated by thermopower waves, we
consider that carbon nanotubes show a Seebeck coeﬃcient of
about 80 μV/K.86 The temperature diﬀerence between the
reacting wavefront and the cold (unreacted) side of the conduit
is typically on the order of 1000 K, so the Seebeck eﬀect
contributes to output voltage by conventional thermoelectric
eﬀect (VTE). However, the output voltage is much higher than
that predicted by thermoelectricity. This “excess voltage” was
found to occur because of the phenomena of “excess
thermopower” Pxs arising out of the changing chemical
potential gradient as the nanotubes are reacted:50
Pxs =

4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Low dimensional materials control the transport of molecules
by physical constraints that are similar in size. Of the two
systems described in this work, the transport through carbon
nanotubes has received the most attention to date. However,
our work illustrates the shortfall between theory, simulation,
and experiment. Because the structure of water can vary so
abruptly between the 0.9 and 2.0 nm range due to its altered
phase behavior and physical constraints, essentially distinct
treatments are needed for each chiral species in this set.
Graphene membranes and their transport behavior are still in
their infancy, with many questions remaining regarding how to
control the structure and chemistry of their pores. This early
progress in graphene and nanotube nanopores suggests
promise for applications in membrane and barrier technologies.
Near infrared ﬂuorescent, semiconducting carbon nanotubes
have proven to be eﬀective sensors that respond to single
molecules of analyte, thereby achieving the ultimate sensitivity
limit for any platform. However, the challenge remains to
design and fabricate interfaces that are selective to one
particular molecule over another. Low dimensional materials
also comprise some of the best conductors of thermal energy
and photogenerated excitons due to the physical conﬁnement
of these quasiparticles. Their application to energy technologies
that speciﬁcally exploit these properties is just beginning,
however. The all-carbon photovoltaic oﬀers an alternative to
polymer or inorganic photovoltaic devices or photoelectrochemical cells in comprising the junction between two
nanocarbon interfaces with increased order for carrier and
exciton transport. Thermopower waves and other wave
phenomena can be used for energy generation only in speciﬁc
nanoconduits and remain untapped for storage, transportation,
and power applications. These energy transport applications are
still in an early stage of development, but commercial
applications of carbon nanomaterials in polymer composites
suggest promise for further development of all-carbon energy
applications. As future eﬀorts expand the number of low
dimensional materials available for exploration, many opportunities will exist to further study material and energy transport
in these exotic systems.

Vout 2
V 2
− TE
Rc
Rc

where Rc is the circuit load and Vout is the measured output
voltage. The adsorption of fuel molecules, which contain many
electron-withdrawing NO2 groups, on carbon nanotubes dopes
them and causes a change in the chemical potential. As this fuel
reacts, the chemical potential gradient between the reacted and
unreacted sides (or the undoped and doped sides) leads to an
additional electrical output we call “excess thermopower”.
Experimental evidence of the doping of fuels is shown in Figure
7C, where the G− Raman peak of CNTs upshifts.50 The theory
of excess thermopower explains superior performance of
thermopower wave generators over conventional thermoelectrics and opens up avenues for improving eﬃciency of
operation by controlled doping of CNTs.50,87
A variety of diﬀerent conduits and fuels have been pursued
for thermopower waves. Walia et al. have performed experiments with bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3) deposited on alumina
and terracotta with nitrocellulose as the fuel.86 The high
Seebeck coeﬃcient of Bi2Te3 (about 287 μV/K) used in
conjunction with high thermal conductivity alumina gave
electrical power output as high as 10 mW, with maximum
voltage up to 150 mV. Their analysis also showed lack of
oscillations in output when using Bi2Te3 with terracotta, a
comparatively low thermal conductivity material.86 Other works
in this ﬁeld explore using other conduit materials such as
Sb2Te3,88 MnO2,89 and ZnO.90
Analytical work in this area has also advanced the
understanding of self-propagating reaction waves. The inverse
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